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Art Quiz for Connoisseurs: 14 Questions on Different Types of
Art

1. What is the traditional folk music of Eastern European Jews called?

Klezmer

Manele

Boedra

2. Which artist painted the famous painting The Birth of Venus?

Botticelli

Michelangelo

Donatello

3. What is saudism?

An ancient doctrine of the countries of western Europe

Ideological and artistic trend in Portuguese culture

Croatian arts and crafts

4. What does the ISO setting on a camera show?

Depth of field in the image

Shutter speed

Light sensitivity level

5. What material is Sergio Redegalli's sculpture "Cascade" made of?

Wood

Onyx

Glass

6. What were the text inserts that provided plot explanations in silent movies called?

Pyrotitles

Intertitle
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Titles

7. The libretto to the musical opera Valkyrie in three acts was written by the composer himself. Who is the
author of this work?

Wagner

Verdi

Schubert

8. What fish does the fisherman catch in Hemingway's story "The Old Man and the Sea"?

Tuna

Shark

Marlin

9. What type of musical instrument does the darbuka belong to?

Wind instruments

Punch

Keyboards

10. Which museum houses Diego Velázquez's painting Venus with a Mirror?

British Museum

London's National Gallery

Louvre

11. What is the gaffer responsible for on the set?

Lighting.

Financial matters.

The characters of the actors.

12. Which of the following countries originated the bachata dance, which is characterized by close contact
with a partner?

Panama

Dominican

Argentina
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13. Choreographic vocabulary has been accumulated and perfected for thousands of years. What does the
word turn mean in ballet?

Turning around.

Half crouch

Rounded arm position

14. There are countless museums in the world and new ones opening all the time. Where is the Rijksmuseum
art museum located?

Germany

Netherlands

Finland
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Art Quiz for Connoisseurs: 14 Questions on Different Types of
Art

Right answers

  1. What is the traditional folk music of Eastern European Jews called?
  Klezmer
  2. Which artist painted the famous painting The Birth of Venus?
  Botticelli
  3. What is saudism?
  Ideological and artistic trend in Portuguese culture
  4. What does the ISO setting on a camera show?
  Light sensitivity level
  5. What material is Sergio Redegalli's sculpture "Cascade" made of?
  Glass
  6. What were the text inserts that provided plot explanations in silent movies called?
  Intertitle
  7. The libretto to the musical opera Valkyrie in three acts was written by the composer himself. Who is
the author of this work?
  Wagner
  8. What fish does the fisherman catch in Hemingway's story "The Old Man and the Sea"?
  Marlin
  9. What type of musical instrument does the darbuka belong to?
  Punch
  10. Which museum houses Diego Velázquez's painting Venus with a Mirror?
  London's National Gallery
  11. What is the gaffer responsible for on the set?
  Lighting.
  12. Which of the following countries originated the bachata dance, which is characterized by close
contact with a partner?
  Dominican
  13. Choreographic vocabulary has been accumulated and perfected for thousands of years. What does
the word turn mean in ballet?
  Turning around.
  14. There are countless museums in the world and new ones opening all the time. Where is the
Rijksmuseum art museum located?
  Netherlands
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